KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (KDOT)

Policy for Quarry Roads Reimbursement

It is the KDOT policy to reimburse Kansas Counties in accordance with the following rates of reimbursement and procedures for damages caused by the hauling of crushed material or aggregate from a quarry, sand from a pit, or crushed gravel from a gravel pit to a state highway for a KDOT let construction project. Reimbursement will be on a project by project basis for projects that are let for construction and that meet the quantity requirements specified below. KDOT will not reimburse counties for materials used for routine maintenance functions except for those materials let and produced as Hot Mix/Cold Lay (Stockpile). KDOT will determine the quantities hauled from the quarries, sandpits or crushed gravel pits (material producers) on the basis of the final pay quantities and theoretical proportions of each material.

A Quarry Road is considered to be a road leading from a material producer whether a rock quarry, sandpit or gravel pit. Quarry Roads are distinguished from Haul Roads which are roads leading to and from a plant to the work site and which are covered in the latest edition of the KDOT Standard Specifications and applicable Special Provisions. Haul roads from a plant to the work site will be paid for, maintained, and administered as they have in the past.

Additionally, implementation and administrative procedures follow and supplement this policy.

I. IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES
The policy and associated procedure will be superseding the 2001 policy and will begin with the January 2009, KDOT letting and meet the following requirements on KDOT let projects.

A. Quantity Requirements for Items Covered.

1. Hot Mix Asphalt materials used on project if the project generates a total of more than 1,000 Tons of Hot Mix Asphalt material.
   • If the project includes more than one mix designation, the generated quantity will be the sum of all mixes used on the project.
   • If the project is a host (106) project or state tied project, the generated quantity will include the sum of all mixes used on the individual projects included in the host project or state tied project.
   • If a Stockpile(s) is let in conjunction with the other KDOT projects, the generated quantity will include the stockpile material.

2. Aggregate Base used under Hot Mix Asphalt if the base is used in conjunction with a project covered in number 1 above and generates more than 1,000 Tons.
   • If more than one type of aggregate base is used on the project, the generated quantity will be the sum of the aggregate bases used on the project.
   • If the project is a host (106) project or state tied project, the generated quantity will include the sum of all aggregate bases included in the host project or state tied projects.

3. Aggregate for Shoulders if the quantity of aggregate shoulder exceeds 1,000 Tons whether the aggregate is let as a separate contract or as part of either a Hot Mix Asphalt Surface project or Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (PCCP) project.
   • If the project is a host (106) project or state tied projects, the generated quantity will include the sum of all Aggregate for Shoulders included in the host project or state tied projects.
• Do not include the Pavement Edge Wedge aggregate used on overlay projects.

4. All PCCP thicker than 5 inches and shoulders associated with the PCCP if the quantities are greater than 1,000 SQ YDS.
   • If there is more than one thickness of PCCP designated on the project, the generated quantity will include the sum of all the different PCCP’s used on the project.
   • If the project is a host (106) project or state tied project, the generated quantity will include the sum of the PCCP on the individual projects.

5. All aggregate base, cement treated base, or other base if the base is used in conjunction with a PCCP project covered in number 4 above.
   • If there is more than one thickness or different type of aggregate base designated on the project, the generated quantity will include the sum of the various thicknesses or the sum of all the different aggregate bases.
   • If the project is included in a host (106) project or state tied project, the generated quantity will include the sum of all the aggregate bases included in the host project or state tied projects.

6. All Crushed Stone Riprap, Slope Protection, and Aggregate Ditch Lining used on projects if more than 150 Tons of Crushed Stone Riprap, Slope Protection, or Aggregate Ditch Lining is used on the project.
   • If the project includes more than one type of crushed stone riprap, slope protection or aggregate ditch lining the generated quantity will be the sum of these crushed stones used on the project.

B. Rates of reimbursement.

KDOT will determine reimbursement on a Ton/mile basis for items covered and hauled on County roads from the materials producers to the state highway. County roads include any City streets or Township roads used as quarry haul roads, and the County (not KDOT) will be responsible for reimbursing the City or Township for monies KDOT paid the County for City streets or Township roads. KDOT will use the following rates per Ton/mile on the following types of roads when computing reimbursement:
   - Dirt or Gravel at $0.02/Ton/mile
   - Asphalt Seal at $0.04/Ton/mile (assumes that surface is a combination of asphalt seals, cold mix asphalt, or both)
   - Hot Mix Asphalt at $0.06/Ton/mile (includes an Asphalt Seal over a Hot Mix Asphalt surface)

C. Calculation of the quantities from the quarries.

KDOT will determine the quantities obtained from the individual material producers on the projects using theoretical/computed amount based on the percentage of the various materials necessary to produce the product. On many mixes, the contractor may vary the percentages of materials until the production is brought into balance. When this occurs, KDOT will apply the percentage that was used for the majority of the project production. KDOT will make no allowance for waste or any material the contractor sold for non-project work. KDOT will not require the contractor to provide any weight tickets or invoices on the amount of material purchased from the various material producers. The calculation will be made on a Quarry Road Reimbursement Form.
II. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
The KDOT District Engineer has responsibility for administering the program but may assign this work to other KDOT personnel working in the District.

A. Determining length of road from the materials producer to the state highway.

1. The District Engineer or designee will meet with the County Engineer or County Supervisor in those Counties that have KDOT approved quarries, sand pits or crushed gravel pits to determine the length and type(s) of County roads used from all material producers' locations to the state highway. The material producers will be identified using the same designation as the Bureau of Materials and Research uses.
2. The District Engineer or designee will determine the surface type (Dirt or Gravel, Asphalt Seal, or Hot Mix Asphalt) and the length of each quarry road from the material producer to the state highway. The length from the material producers' site to the state highway will be measured to the nearest 0.25 miles. (Note: it is generally intended the quarry road will be the shortest distance to the state highway.) If the material may be hauled from more than one direction, measure each route and identity routes from which the material will be hauled (North, East, South, West).
3. The District Engineer or designee will submit the surface type of all quarry roads and corresponding lengths to the Bureau of Construction and Maintenance. Bureau of Construction and Maintenance personnel will input the information to the Bureau of Construction & Maintenance web page.

B. Payment Calculation.

1. On construction projects covered by this policy, the field office will submit a completed Quarry Road Reimbursement Form to the District. The field office will submit the form within 20 days after the contractor has completed the covered Hot Mix Asphalt, PCCP, Aggregate Shoulders, Aggregate Base, Crushed Stone Riprap, Slope Protection, Aggregate Ditch Lining, or combination of these.
2. Annually on the first business day in November, the field office will complete and submit a Quarry road Reimbursement Form on all active projects that have not been completed and that contain items and quantities meeting the requirements for reimbursement. KDOT will reimburse the counties for the remaining quantities when they are actually completed. This provision is intended for projects that are constructed over two or more construction seasons or for projects that may not be completed by the first business day of November deadline.
3. The KDOT field office will compute the individual quantities of materials used for the project based on the actual percentage of material in the product. The rate for the type of road and the miles from the materials producers to the state highway will be obtained from the listing on the Bureau of Construction & Maintenance web page. If the material producer indicates more than one direction from its site, the field will use the direction in closest proximity to the project.
4. Using the information in Section B.3 and Rates of Reimbursement designated above, the KDOT field office will compute the dollar amount owed to the County and enter the results on a Quarry Road Reimbursement Form.

C. Payment to the Counties.

1. The Bureau of Construction and Maintenance will generate the Master Agreement with each County that has material producers. Only one Master Agreement will be required, regardless of the number of material producers located in a County. The Master Agreement will be on file in the Bureau of Construction and Maintenance and the Bureau of Fiscal Services.
2. Only Counties with Master Agreements will have a listing of material producers and the surface type(s) and lengths noted in Section A.
3. For Quarry Road Reimbursement Forms that equal or are greater than $100.00 payments will be made. To make actual payments to the County, the Districts will generate a contract in the Construction Management System (CMS) based on the information on the Quarry Road Reimbursement Form and submit this form with the appropriate cover letter to the Bureau of Construction and Maintenance.

4. The Bureau of Fiscal Services will make payment directly to the Counties after the Bureau of Construction and Maintenance has approved payment.
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